
Scientific Laboratory Consulting
We offer the scientific and technical expertise to 
support analytical lab strategy in clinical trials from 
protocol optimization through regulatory submission, 
including oversight of routine and complex labs,  
and validation of assays.

FSP Solutions

Contact LabConnect 
LabConnect makes it easier for you to achieve your clinical trial 
objectives — faster. Contact us today to discuss how we can 
augment your assay development and project teams with this 
specific expertise to help protect your lab data while also having 
a view on ensuring your trial is optimized. 

Challenge: As medicine has become more personalized and more evidence is 
required to establish safety and efficacy of new therapies through clinical trials, 
ensuring your sample collection strategy is not only optimized, but also overseen, 
is critical. This strategy must further consider a clinical trial environment that has 
grown increasingly complex, with many barriers to participation for both sites  
and patients. Some bioassay strategy challenges include:

•   Complicated protocols with extensive lab sample collection may create 
unintended barriers to patient participation

•   Overly complex biosample requirements lead to issues with site  
protocol compliance

•   Use of biospecimens for analyses on multiple assays requires logistical 
consideration and an understanding of testing requirements

•  Management of numerous, lab specific technical details:

 -   Development of new assays, technical transfers, and assay validations  
and qualifications

 -  Coordination of efforts across multiple specialty laboratories

 -    Changes to the sample analysis plan, requiring change management  
of downstream  
activities at multiple organizations to ensure proper implementation

 -  Unique and evolving regulatory considerations

See how LabConnect can  
help accelerate your milestones.

www.labconnect.com
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/labconnect/
https://twitter.com/thecentrallab
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Solution: LabConnect offers you a consulting model providing a uniquely qualified 
Laboratory Scientific Consultant who becomes a member of your study team. 
Our expert serves as scientific and technical expert to perform operational review 
of the protocol analytical plan development with a focus on ensuring optimized 
data endpoints to support safety and efficacy. All this while considering simplified 
biosample requirements to ease patient participation and site workload. As the 
study progresses, the Scientific Bioassay Consultant provides oversight of method 
development, tech transfer, and validations ensuring scientific integrity and 
adherence to the protocol and applicable regulations. 

The addition of a Laboratory Scientific Consultant to analytically complex studies 
has demonstrated a significant reduction in time and cost for assay development, 
validation, and reporting.

About LabConnect 
LabConnect improves lives by partnering with pharmaceutical 
and biotech companies, and contract research organizations 
(CROs), to accelerate the development of new medicines around 
the world. An independent, global, one-stopshop focused on 
delivering central laboratory services that are tailor-made, 
timely and flexible to meet the evolving study demands from 
traditional to increasingly complex trials. 
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